
TIPS FOR MELANCHOLIC GROWN-UPS

With a Sanguine Child…

1. Limit your words. Details are important to you, but a Sanguine child will 
tune them (and you) out. 

2. Lean in to their optimism. They can find the bright side of almost 
anything. When you find yourself dwelling on bad or sad news, let 
them cheer you up.

3. Celebrate your differences. Their wiring is the opposite of yours. When 
this causes tension, choose to be grateful for what you can learn from 
each other.  

4. Give them outlets for their energy. Your need for space and silence is 
likely to be overwhelmed by their volume, restlessness, and desire for 
constant company. Try to proactively solve this problem by teaching 
them that they can be loud outside or that you like hugs before bedtime.

With a Choleric Child…

1. Don’t take it personally. Their tendency to argue and challenge is not 
a reflection on you, your intelligence, or your competency.

2. Give them the space and freedom to make decisions. Choleric children 
insist on doing things “their way,” which will sometimes conflict with 
“the right way” in your opinion. When the stakes are low, let them give 
it a try.

3. Provide opportunities for them to have some control. Look for occa-
sions when you can (safely) let them be in charge. But be forewarned: 
You may have to keep your perfectionism in check.

4. Keep communication short and to the point. Skip the supporting details 
unless they push you to prove your point. The shorter, the better.
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With a Melancholic Child…

1. Don’t transfer your fear and worry onto them. Even though you share 
the same wiring, you have very different life experiences. Allow them 
to make up their own mind rather than inheriting your views, fears, 
and worries. 

2. Use criticism and correction gently. You know the toll that harsh words 
can take on a blue child who is already so hard on themselves. Speak 
gently. 

3. Make room for mistakes. Disconnect your affection from their achieve-
ment so it is not implied that they are unworthy or unloved when they 
make mistakes. 

4. Prepare them; don’t scare them. Teach them how to cope with (rather 
than be controlled by) anxious thoughts. Leverage their natural prob-
lem-solving skills with questions like, “What’s your Plan B?” and, “What 
could you do differently next time?” 

With a Phlegmatic Child…

1. Be kind in your criticism. Aim to be direct, yet gentle. Harsh or constant 
criticism will cause a green child to withdraw and give up.

2. Leave out unnecessary details. A Phlegmatic child can quickly get over-
whelmed by too many details. Say only what’s necessary to get your 
point across.   

3. Don’t nag or lecture. Phlegmatics do not aim for or expect perfection 
like you do. Nagging or lecturing will not change this; it will only trigger 
resentment.

4. Watch your moods. To an agreeable green child, your tendency 
toward moodiness can feel controlling as they constantly adjust to 
your emotional state, and they will start to shut down. 
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